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THE THOMPSON MAUSOLEUM
AND ITS ARCHITECT

PETER LEACH

The Thompson Mausoleum (Fig. 1), a pseudo- 
peripteral rotunda in the churchyard at Little

Ouseburn in the Vale of York, is a building which 
has confused architectural historians. The source of 
this confusion has been the identity of the order of 
the attached colonnade, particularly in conjunction 
with the apparent date of the mausoleum. The order 
has a triglyph frieze and columns which are unfluted 
and, most notably, also have no bases. The available 
evidence for the date has been the inscription over 
the entrance,‘henricus Thompson sibi et suis’, 
which establishes a firm terminus ante quern-. Henry 
Thompson, of nearby Kirby Hall, died in 1760 at 
the age of 83.1 Sir Nikolaus Pevsner, ignoring 
Thompson’s patent mortality, gave the date as ‘late 
C18’, also ignored the absence of bases and, presum
ably because of the lack of fluting, described the 
order as ‘Tuscan’;2 but that cannot be right, because 
the Tuscan order never has a triglyph frieze and 
always has bases to the columns, while the grammar 
of classical architecture allows for the Doric column 
also to be unfluted as well as fluted.3 In the 
Department of the Environment’s list description 
the date is given as ‘mid C18’ and the order as ‘Greek 
Doric’,4 and that might seem a reasonable assump
tion to make except that the description fails to reg
ister the fact that the mausoleum would then be a 
building of European significance. It would, at the 
latest, be contemporary with what is otherwise the 
first dated example of the revived Greek Doric, 
James Stuart’s temple at Hagley of 1759,5 and would 
be the earliest example of the ‘primitivisf unfluted 
version of it by a considerable margin.6 Only Sir 
Howard Colvin, giving the date as ‘slightly later’ 

than 1755, judiciously describes the order as ‘base
less Doric’7 without pursuing further the question of 
its specific pedigree.

In recent years however two developments have 
taken place which help to resolve this confusion. 
One is that the precise date of the building has been 
established; and it is earlier than the inscription 
might lead the observer to suppose. On 28 
November 1742 a Faculty citation was published in 
Little Ouseburn church regarding a proposal to 
‘Digg erect and build ... a Vault or Burying place’ 
for the ‘seperate use Exclusive of all others’ of ‘Henry 
Thompson Esquire a parishioner and Inhabitant of 
the said parish and his Family’.8 The process was 
repeated three weeks later on 19 December, pre
sumably because on the first occasion the dimen
sions of the vault were incorrectly given as ten by 
ten feet ‘or thereabouts’ instead of so many yards.9 
The Faculty licence was duly granted on 5 February 
1743.10 Corroborative evidence for this date is pro
vided by the burial in the vault of Henry Thompson’s 
daughter Margaret, who died in May 1743 at the age 
of 25,11 and by a map of the Kirby Hall estate also 
dated 1743,12 on which the church is represented by 
an elevational sketch and the mausoleum, then pre
sumably under construction, in plan form by a 
round dot within a circle. The date accords perfectly 
well with the chronology of Henry Thompson’s life, 
for although he was to survive for another eighteen 
years he was already 65 in 1742, a reasonable enough 
age at which to be attending to funerary concerns; 
but an immediate outcome of the discovery is that 
the identification of the order of the colonnade as 
Greek Doric, implausible before, now becomes an 
impossibility.
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Figure 1. The Thompson Mausoleum, Little Ouseburn, Yorkshire. Peter Leach.
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The other development was the publication of 
an important article by Dr. Giles Worsley on ‘The 
baseless Roman Doric column in mid-eighteenth
century English architecture’.13 In this Worsley 
points out that the baseless Doric is found in Roman 
as well as Greek architecture and that its presence 
was well known to theorists of the Renaissance and 
the seventeenth century; observes that the sort of 
confusion with regard to the orders seen in the case 
of the Thompson Mausoleum has been widespread 
among modern writers; and identifies a number of 
examples of the use of the baseless Roman Doric in 
England in the mid eighteenth century. It is now 
clear that the order used at Little Ouseburn is also 
the baseless Roman Doric, possessing the charac
teristics listed by Worsley - slenderer proportions 
than the Greek Doric, smaller capitals and an astra
gal between the capital and the column shaft; and 
chronologically the building fits well with the group 
identified by him, as one of the earlier examples.

The main purposes of the present article are, in 
the light of these clarifications, to address a further 
question regarding the mausoleum, that of its

possible authorship, and then to offer some thoughts 
about the broader significance of the case; but first 
it will be as well to consider in a little more detail the 
design itself and the identity of the client. The obvi
ous starting-points for this type of composition are 
the reconstructions of the two circular peripteral 
temples ofVesta, in Rome (Fig. 2) and at Tivoli, in 
Palladio’s Quattro Libri™ from which are derived 
the form of the stepped saucer dome and, broadly, 
the proportional relationship between the order 
and the drum; while the idea of a Doric rotunda has 
a precedent in Bramante’s Tempietto at S. Pietro in 
Montorio (Fig.3) - an honorary antiquity in Palladio’s 
eyes, also illustrated in the Quattro Libri15 - and the 
general organisation of the order at the mausoleum, 
with a column under every third triglyph, is the 
same as that used by Bramante. There are however 
two highly unorthodox departures from the tradi
tional formula, both of which are evidently the 
result of the colonnade being attached rather than 
free-standing. The first is the number of columns, 
which is thirteen, whereas in all the precedents there 
is a larger and even number - twenty and eighteen

Figure 2. Palladio, reconstruction of the Temple 
ofVesta, Rome. Quattro Libri, iv.
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Figure 3. Bramante, Tempietto at 
S. Pietro in Montorio, Rome.
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on the Vesta temples, sixteen on the Tempietto - 
and this arrangement is the more strange in that it 
bears no relation to the design of the interior, where 
the perimeter is divided into eight bays; but the 
probable explanation is that a larger number of 
columns would have resulted in the intercolumnia- 
tion being unacceptably narrow.16 The other is that 
the intercolumniation is even so not wholly uni
form, the bay containing the entrance being wider 
than the rest - with an extra triglyph in the frieze 
above - to make space for the doorway. A further 
feature which should be mentioned is of a different 
kind: the use of the type offish-tailed panel known 
as a tabula ansata to carry the inscription over the 
entrance and those in the vault recording the inter
ments. A motif having sepulchral associations in 
Antiquity, this is amongst the earliest instances of 
its use in England and follows only shortly after 
what was evidently the first, in the garden at 
Chiswick House.17

With regard to Henry Thompson, he was a mem
ber of an extensive tribe ofYorkshire Thompsons, 
of a predominantly mercantile background and 
based primarily in the city of York, a number of 

whom in the previous generation had achieved 
landed status. These included two uncles both of 
whom had served as Lord Mayors of and Whig mps 
for the city, and the latter political tradition was also 
continued by two of his cousins;18 but Thompson 
himself is a shadowy figure whose only claim to 
fame appears to be that he was one of the Directors 
of the York Assembly Rooms who commissioned 
Lord Burlington’s design.19 His eldest son Stephen 
pursued a career as a banker.20

To turn now to the question of the authorship of 
the mausoleum, the only name to have been suggest
ed in print has been that of John Carr,21 presumably 
on the grounds of his association with the building 
of the new Kirby Hall (Fig. 4), which was carried 
out between 1747 and 1752 for Stephen Thompson 
during his father’s lifetime:22 Carr was the executant 
and also provided the ‘inside Finishings’.23 The 
attribution has not found general favour, primarily 
because of the apparent unorthodoxy of the order, 
but with the establishment of the date - which means 
that the house followed the mausoleum rather than, 
as might previously have been assumed, the mau
soleum the house - it becomes wholly unfeasible.
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In 1742 Carr was only nineteen, with no known 
works of architecture to his name for another six 
years;24 and in any case a remark of Stephen 
Thompson’s in 1749, that he had ‘got a clever 
Y oung F ellow of a Mason at ye Head of my 
Works’,25 presumably refers to him and evidently 
marks his first contact with the family. By the same 
token however, the other architects involved in the 
building of Kirby Hall - whose names have not 
previously been considered in relation to the mau
soleum because they were all dead by the late 1750s
- now enter the reckoning; but before these possi
bilities are pursued it should be noted that a number 
of the examples of the baseless Roman Doric identi
fied by Worsley were designed by two other Yorkshire 
architects, also in their home county, and so there 
is a case for them as candidates. They are the two 
gentleman amateurs, Sir Thomas Robinson, who in 
the 1750s designed two porches in the order, one as 
part of his works at Castle Howard and the other at 
his own house, Rokeby Park; and Thomas Worsley, 
who used it extensively at his house, Hovingham 
Hall, from 1752 onwards.26 But there are also sub
stantial counter-arguments. All their known essays 
in the baseless Doric date from ten years and more 
after the mausoleum project; Sir Thomas Robinson 
was moreover away serving as Governor of Barbados 
from 1741 to 1747 and there is a complete hiatus in 
the list of his works in England during this period;27 
while Thomas Worsley, although dedicated to the 
practice of architecture for his own use, does not 
appear at all regularly to have produced designs 
for others.28

The architects associated with the design of 
Kirby Hall were Coloneljames Moyser - another 
Yorkshire amateur and a friend of Lord Burlington
- Lord Burlington himself and Roger Morris. A 
plan was provided by Moyser in November 1746 but 
Thompson - who wanted ‘a House to live in not a 
House for Show’29 - progressively altered this until 
it no longer met with Moyser’s approval; but in the 
spring of 1747 he consulted Morris at Moyser’s 
suggestion, and the eventual outcome, according to 

the inscription on Basire’s engraving, was a house 
planned by the owner with elevations by Morris and 
Lord Burlington.30 The particular case for Moyser 
rests on the fact that when attention was turned to 
the house he was apparently the first architect on 
the scene, but it is not a strong one for there is noth
ing in his essentially pedestrian work elsewhere to 
suggest he could be responsible for the sort of 
experimentation found at the mausoleum. Nor 
however is the case for Lord Burlington. On the one 
hand, in the light of his rigorously purist criticism of 
Hawksmoor’s Castle Howard mausoleum on account 
of its excessively narrow intercolumniation,31 it is 
equally inconceivable that he would have permitted 
the uncanonical treatment of the colonnade here. 
On the other, it may be that his association with the 
house was less close than the inscription on the 
engraving implies and amounted to no more than 
giving the design his stamp of approval. There is no 
mention ofhim in the correspondence relating to the 
house, the elevation is not particularly close to his 
style, and by the mid 1740s he had in any case largely 
abandoned the personal practice of architecture.32

That leaves Roger Morris, and it is the view of 
the writer that he is the likeliest candidate as the 
architect of the Thompson Mausoleum. In his case, 
uniquely, there are two quite independent reasons 
for associating his name with it. As far as the build
ing of Kirby Hall is concerned, it is noticeable that 
the wording of the first reference to him in the cor
respondence - ‘I shall follow (Moyser’s) advice in 
consulting Morris, but I find these sort of Fellows 
often rather conform to what they find we desire than 
Speak freely’33 - is at least compatible with his hav
ing been known to Stephen Thompson previously 
and perhaps is most comprehensible if read in that 
way; while a lesser role for Lord Burlington would 
imply a larger one for him and the design is certainly 
in his manner, a composition similar to Marble Hill34 
but with the peculiarity of canted bays35 to the flanks. 
The other factor is Morris’s possible authorship of 
another building incorporating the baseless Roman 
Doric, erected immediately after the mausoleum, 
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the parish church at Mereworth in Kent (Fig. 5), 
which was built in 1744-6 at the cost of Colen 
Campbell’s erstwhile patron at Mereworth Castle, 
John Fane seventh Earl ofWestmorland.36 The 
principal reason given for this attribution is a stylis
tic one which links the church with two other works 
ofWestmorland’s of the 1740s, the partial remodel
ling of Apethorpe Hall in Northamptonshire and 
the pavilions added to Mereworth Castle, all of 
them having in common a distinctive type of semi
circular window with tapering glazing bars which is 
also found at Marble Hill. Others are the similarity 
between the Tuscan pediment at the east end of the 
church and that on Morris’s stable block at Althorp,

Figure 5. St. Lawrence, Mereworth, Kent, interior.
Peter Leach

and the fact that at an early stage in his career Morris 
had acted as assistant to Colen Campbell37H which 
would make it likely enough that after Campbell’s 
death Westmorland should turn to him for 
architectural services.

Regarding the significance of all this, two 
considerations are immediately apparent. The 
first is that, just as the attribution of the church at 
Mereworth to Morris is part of the argument for 
ascribing the Thompson Mausoleum to him, so the 
latter attribution - resting as it does in part on the 
entirely separate circumstance ofhis subsequent 
association with Kirby Hall - strengthens the 
credibility of the former. The two attributions are 
mutually supportive, the case of the Thompson 
Mausoleum completing the chain of argument. The 
second is that, if both these attributions are regarded 
as credible, they suggest that Morris was at the 
forefront of the use of the baseless Roman Doric in 
England, responsible for two of the earliest exam
ples; and this in turn would certainly reinforce the 
image of him as an innovative figure38 in relation to 
more than one aspect of mid eighteenth-century 
architecture.

A rather larger issue however concerns the 
meaning of the use of the order itself at this time. 
Dr. Worsley’s thesis is as follows:

‘In using the baseless form (of Doric) English archi
tects were breaking with architectural tradition and 
returning to the original sources of architecture. The 
use of the baseless Doric column in eighteenth-century 
England is thus one of the most concrete examples of the 
birth of neo-classicism ... The neo-classical interest 
shown in the use of Greek architecture was the logical 
continuation of the devotion to Roman antiquity 
so strongly evinced by the use of the baseless Doric 
column.’39

But while it is an attractive proposition to see this 
usage as a product of the same attitude of mind as, 
for example, Nicholas Revett’s Delian order at the 
church of Ayot St Lawrence,40 it may be questioned 
to what extent that was really the case. It appears 
that Worsley is using the term neo-classicism in the 
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specific sense characterised by Sir John Summerson 
as ‘the concept of art through archaeology, that is, 
of the enrichment of the present by persistent inquiry 
into the nature of the past (as opposed to the accep
tance of a traditional theory of Antiquity)’41 - or 
in other words, the pursuit of the archaeological 
letter, as opposed to the real or imagined ‘spirit’, 
of Antiquity; but of the examples of the order in 
England «so far identified only a minority were derived 
in toto from actual Antique prototypes, and even 
then only through the medium of established 
Renaissance or post-Renaissance sources. They are 
the earliest example of all, the Guise Mausoleum at 
Elmore in Gloucestershire of 1733, which as Sir 
Howard Colvin has shown was copied from an 
illustration of a Roman mausoleum at Terracina in 
Freart’s Parallele de I’Architecture antique et de la 
moderne-,42 and two which according to Worsley 
were derived from one of several sixteenth-century 
representations of the T emple of Piety in Rome, 
the lost Doric colonnade at Shugborough and the 
Temple of Piety at Studley Royal. Two others 
Worsley suggests were derived from a quintessen- 
tially Palladian source, visual reconstructions of 
generic Antique building types from Vitruvian 
descriptions, and three more from a design by 
Palladio himself, his preliminary scheme for the 
Palazzo Chiericati. There is little sign of a break 
with tradition here.

Also pertinent - as, presumably, an influence on 
the subsequent exponents of the baseless Doric - is 
the attitude of the first theorist positively to favour 
the form. This was Roland Freart, the English version 
of whose Parallele, first published in 1664, was 
available in new editions of 1707,1722 and 1733.43 
For Freart, the fact that such columns did actually 
exist in Antiquity is only the beginning of the 
argument, the main thrust of which depends 
on ‘Reason serving for its guide’:

‘Vitruvius tells it us in the first Chapter of his fourth 
Book... upon occasion of the lonick, which he affirms 
to have been compos’d after the Module of a feminine 
Beauty, to which he suits all the rest of the Parts; as the 

Valuta’s of the Capitol, to the Mode of the Head-tire 
and Tresses ofWomens-Hair:... The Flutings and 
Channelling, to the Plaits of their Robes: And the 
Base, to the buskin’d Ornament of their Legs and Feet.

In the same place he compares our Dorick to a 
robust and strong Man, such as an Hercules might 
be, whom we never represent but on his bare Feet: 
So as from hence we may reasonably  judge, that to 
the Dorick Order also Bases are no ways proper.’44

This rationalisation may seem merely quaint to 
modern readers, but again it is entirely in accord 
with traditional Renaissance ways of thinking 
about architecture.45

But if the use of the baseless Roman Doric is not, 
or not wholly, a matter of an historicist search for 
archaeological precedent, how is it to be explained? 
At this point the Thompson Mausoleum can be 
brought back into the discussion, for the identifica
tion of the order there means that two of the mid 
eighteenth-century English examples belong to this 
very specialised building type. One possible line of 
enquiry therefore concerns the venerable Vitruvian 
concept, evoked by Freart, of certain qualities and 
connotations being associated with the different 
orders;46 and it is a commonplace, amply attested 
by, amongst others, Alberti,47 Sir Henry Wotton48 
and Roger Morris’s ‘kinsman’ Robert,49 that the 
qualities associated with the Doric order included 
those of gravity and dignity. These would render 
it especially suitable for funerary purposes, and 
indeed the exterior orders of most of the other 
major English mausolea of the eighteenth century, 
from Hawksmoor’s at Castle Howard to Wyatt’s at 
Brocklesby,50 are also Doric - in the latter case the 
connotations of gravity even taking precedence 
over those of gender, the person commemorated 
being female. Equally significant however is the fact 
that these qualities were occasionally linked, for 
example by Wotton and by Robert Morris,51 to others 
widely observed in the Doric order, its relative 
plainness and simplicity - and that these latter 
properties were generally held in high esteem by 
early Georgian writers 6n architecture.52 In that 
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intellectual climate, it is perhaps reasonable to 
assume that the simpler the treatment of the order - 
and the omission of the base would be one means of 
achieving simplicity - then the greater the degree of 
gravity and dignity it was considered to possess, and 
therefore the greater its suitability for a funerary 
purpose; and indeed in a different context Robert 
Morris argued in precisely this fashion, stating 
that the omission of window surrounds gave ‘an 
Awfulness and Solemnity’ to a design.53

There is of course an obvious objection to this 
line of reasoning, in that the other examples of the 
baseless Roman Doric relate to different building 
types - elements of country houses, garden build
ings - to which the ideal of gravity, or even that of 
simplicity, would not necessarily apply; but that 
consideration perhaps reveals the real nub of the 
issue, for the fact that not all patrons and architects 
thought in this way does not mean that none did. 
It is not just a fashionably Postmodernist stance 
to emphasise that English eighteenth-century 
Palladianism was not a monolithic phenomenon, 
and that one of the obstacles to a full understanding 

of the episode is the variety, indeed inconsistency, 
of the motivations that lay behind it. So, while for 
some this architecture was to be the embodiment 
of broader intellectual values,54 others were evidently 
content with a purely formal response, backed by 
the generalised prestige of Antique precedent.55 
Presumably, the latter tendency was at least part 
of what Alexander Pope was referring to in his 
famous admonitory couplet in the Epistle to Lord 
Burlington:

‘Yet shall (my Lord) your just, your noble rules 
Fill half the land with imitating fools.’56

Modern scholars, equally, cannot claim not to 
have been warned.

Since much of this article has been the product of bringing 
together the work of others and then stirring gently, a record 
of thanks to those who have provided ingredients, comment 
or help in various other ways is particularly apposite. They 
are Sir Howard Colvin; Mr. Helier Hibbs, chairman of the 
Friends of Little Ouseburn Mausoleum; Mr. Peter Gaze 
Pace, architect to the Friends; and Dr. Giles Worsley.
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